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FORTALEZA, BRAZIL

      Meet Fortaleza.
Population: 
2.6 million – 5th in Brazil

Area: 
314 km²

Density: 
8,290 hab./km² [1st in Brazil]

Vehicle fleet: 
1.1 million vehicles [2.4 inhabitants 
for each motorized vehicle, road 
crashes are the 5th cause of death]

Road Network:
~ 4,000 km

CO2 emissions: 
5.139.514 tons
[61% from the transportation sector]



Cycling

Expansion of the cycling 
network (from 68 km to 
298,6 km - with 50% of 
the population living up  
to 300 meter from a 
cycling infrastructure)

Four shared bike 
system (Bicicletar is 
the most used bike 
shared system in 
Brazil)

All public parking 
fares collected are 
directed towards 
bicycle policies 



 2020 / 298,6 km.

Cycling infrastructure to ensure a 
safer environment for active modes

 2013 / 68 km.



Road Safety / Pedestrians

Speed limit 
adjustments (from 
60km/h to 50km/h)

Traffic calming elements 
(raised crosswalks, safer 
intersections)

Low cost high impact 
interventions (tactical 
urbanism interventions)



..BEFORE..

..CIDADE DA GENTE DRAGÃO DO MAR..



..AFTER..

..CIDADE DA GENTE DRAGÃO DO MAR..



..CIDADE DA GENTE CIDADE 2000..



 2020 / 115,6 km.

Bus dedicated lanes promoting 
faster and more reliable transit trips

207% speed growth in Santos Dumont avenue                .

 2013 / 3,3 km.



Public Transport

single-fare 
ticket
unlimited transfers 
within two hours

bus vehicle 
improvements
100% of buses with 
free wi-fi,
30% of buses with 
air conditioning

refurbished 
bus terminals
more comfort 
and safety for 
transit transfers

transit 
mobile app
estimated arrival time 
and panic button to 
report sexual 
harassment



.On-demand public.

.]…….transportation.
   .TopBus+, a ride-sharing system.     
….where up to 14 trips can use the.
  … same vehicle at the same time.



These paradigm shifts have shown 
results both in terms of positive 
habit changes and in terms of 
benefits to society, which has 

ultimately culminated in national 
and international recognition



.65% of.
.daily trips (pre-COVID).

.were made through.
.sustainable.  

 transport modes.
. walking | transit | biking  .

 Sustainable modes

  Other transport modes

Modal share in Fortaleza

65%

35%

2019's Origin-Destination Survey



2010

14,9
deaths/100k hab.

50,3%

2019

7,4
deaths/100k hab.

traffic
deaths rate
reduction



..TUMI - Transformative Urban Mobility Initiative (2019) ..

.TUMI Global Urban Mobility Challenge..



COVID's short-term impacts



Start dates

19/03 Social distancing period

07/05 Lockdown Period

Phased reopening

01/06 Transition stage

08/06 Stage 1

22/06 Stage 2

06/07 Stage 3

in blue, tests
in analysis

New cases per day



Vehicle flow evolution per weekday
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Number of trips in public transit (in thousands)              .

Weekdays Weekends/Holidays

Transit demand evolution

.Transit demand has not evolved as fast as.
.the motorized vehicle flow, which indicates a.

.dangerous migration tendency towards this mode.



In order to face the migration 
towards motorized, individual 

modes, Fortaleza has developed a 
quick action plan for promoting 

sustainable mobility in the 
post-pandemic period



 Legend.
      Implemented
      Stage 1
      Stage 2
      Stage 3
      Stage 4

.Cycling infrastructure.

.+215 km of infrastructure, to .  

. deploy within 10 months.



.Bike share expansion.
 +162 new stations . 
   242 in total .



.+.

Bus + bike integration

Bicicleta Integrada Expansion
Helping consolidate and scale up the 
bicycle as a first/last-mile transport mode, 
coordinating efforts with transit planning

   Bike parking in bus terminals     .

 
 



..CURRENT..
R. Floriano Peixoto PEDESTRIAN INFRASTRUCTURE 

EXPANSION
Ensuring physical distancing where there is 
higher flows of people walking, such as in 
the dense business areas and areas that 
can be used for outdoor activities.



..SIMULATION..
R. Floriano Peixoto PEDESTRIAN INFRASTRUCTURE 

EXPANSION
Ensuring physical distancing where there is 
higher flows of people walking, such as in 
the dense business areas and areas that 
can be used for outdoor activities.



..CURRENT..
R. Pedro Pereira PEDESTRIAN INFRASTRUCTURE 

EXPANSION



..DEPOIS COM FECHAMENTO TEMPORÁRIO..
R. Pedro Pereira PEDESTRIAN INFRASTRUCTURE 

EXPANSION

..SIMULATION..
R. Pedro Pereira 



Swiftly reclaiming public space 
through low-cost, high-impact 

interventions in sustainable 
mobility is key in averting 

potential social, economical 
and environmental crisis



.thank you.


